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A PROPERTY

OF THE EMBEDDING

OF c0 IN Z«,1

A. K. SNYDER
ABSTRACT. This note proves that if X is an FK space containing {¿>n} and if
X + co = loo, then X = loo- The result is stronger than the fact that co is not
complemented
in Zoo, and shows that separability can be dropped in a similar
theorem of Bennett and Kalton. The proof depends on Schur's theorem and
the fact that Zoo is a GB space to show that X must be barrelled in Zoo-

It is well known that the space Co of null sequences is not complemented
in the
bounded sequences l^. This note will show that if X is an FK space containing
<¡>,the space of finitely nonzero sequences, and if X + Co = 1^, then X = l^. The
latter is stronger than the fact that cq is uncomplemented.
Bennett and Kalton in [1, Theorems 24, 25] proved that if X is a separable
FK space containing (p and if X + c0 D /oo, then X D I». The present note
shows that separability can be dropped in the Bennett and Kalton theorem. Their
technique involved a complicated construction to show that two topologies on a
particular space yield the same convergent sequences and hence the same compact
sets. Separability of X allows an application of the Kalton closed graph theorem
of [3]. The enclosed proof is based on Schur's theorem and the fact that weak and
weak* sequential convergence coincide in l'^. The latter establishes that X n /oo is

barrelled in l^.
It is possible to provide a systematic treatment of the embedding property exhibited by this work. However, the theorem and technique of proof seem sufficiently
different from the general thread and of sufficient interest to justify an independent
treatment.
The author acknowledges helpful conversations with N. J. Kalton.
An FK space is a locally convex complete linear metric space of real or complex
sequences. The required properties of FK spaces may be found in the first several
chapters of [6]. If X and Y are FK spaces with seminorms {pn}, {qn}, respectively,
then X + Y is an FK space with seminorms {rnm} given by
rnm(z) = inf{p„(x)

+qm(y):

z = x + y,xG

X,y G Y}.

THEOREM 1. If X is an FK space containing 4> and if X + cq = l^, then
X — loo-

PROOF. Since (j) C X, the closure of X in l^ contains cq, so X must be dense
in /oo.
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Let {pn} C /oo with pn —»0 in the topology er(/^,X).
The proof is completed
by establishing that p„ —►
0 in oif'^^oo)Then X must be barrelled in /oo, and
the result of Bennett and Kalton [2, p. 514] applies, showing that X — looEvery p G /^ can be written uniquely in the form p = A + v where X(w) —
^Afccüfc, w G /oo, and v vanishes on cq. Then Ap = A defines a bounded operator
on I'ao which may be considered an operator into /i. Let A™= A(pn).
It suffices to prove that A™—>0 in Zj. To see this, let w G /oo and write w = x + a

where x G X, a G cq. Then

pn(w) = pn(x) + ]T Kak,
k

since pn — Apn vanishes on en, so pn —>0 in ct(/'0o, l^).
Assume that tn = ||An||i > £ > 0 for all n. As in the previous paragraph,
{(l/ira)pn}
is bounded in l'^. Since X is dense in /,», (l/i„)pn
—►
0 in 0(1'^,l^).

Since /qo is a GB space by Grothendieck's theorem (see [5, 14-7-7]), it follows that
(l/tn)Pn —>0 in 0(1'^, 1'fn). Now A: l'^ —>/1 is weakly continuous, so (l/fn)An —►
0
in <t(/i,Z00). The latter contradicts Schur's theorem, since ||(l/in)A"||i
= 1.
Therefore, An —>0 in /1 and the proof is complete.
D
It is easy to see that Theorem 1 is stronger than the assertion that Co is not
complemented in l^. For convenience the notation Y < Z means that X — Z
whenever X is an FK space containing <pand X + Y — Z.
THEOREM 2. (i) If Y is a closed complemented subspace of l^ containing cq,
then Y -ft loo.
(ii) There exists a closed uncomplemented subspace Y D en of loo such that
Y ¿loo-

PROOF. If VFis a closed subspace of/oo with Y®W = loo, then take X = W ®h
to show that F ^l,».
To prove (ii), let {Sn} be a partition of the positive integers into infinite subsets,
and write each Sn as an increasing sequence {r£}. Let
Y = < y G loo '■lim t/rn = 0 for each n >.
Then Y is not isomorphic to loo, since en is a quotient of Y. (See [5, 14-7-8].) As
shown in [4], Y is not complemented
in loo- To see that Y •£ loo, just take

X = < x G loo '■hm xrn = 0 >.

D
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